


 

MEMORY LAND-GUAGE AND 
SOVEREIGNITY 

In the Smithy of the Imagination with 
Brigid and James Joyce at Imbolc 

 
      This talk, given on February 2nd, was born out of 
the synchronicity of James Joyce’s birthday, Brigid’s 
day, and Imbolc, the ancient Irish festival of the first 
stirrings of spring.  Known in Irish myth and history as 
goddess and saint, Brigid is attributed with the poet’s 
visionary fire of inspiration, blacksmithing and healing.  
She is a protectress of life, embodying wisdom, truth, 
natural justice, abundant generosity and sovereignty.  
She is rooted in nature, in the healing water of the 
wells, the daily birth or revelation of the sun at dawn 
and associated with the fire of creativity and of the 
hearth.  In Irish and Scottish myth Brigid transforms 
from the Cailleach or hag of winter to the spring 
maiden and midwife at Imbolc, which is synchronous 
with Candlemas and many end of winter festivals. 
 
      For James Joyce, February 2 was a 'talismanic' 
day imbued with the feelings of awakening invoked by 
Brigid.  She was his muse, a well of memory and a fire 
of inspiration from which he drew, as from ‘that great 
memory which is greater and more generous than our 
memory’.1  He chose the day repeatedly for the birth 
and celebration of his creative projects, including the 
publication of Ulysses and the arrival of the first 
printed copy of Finnegans Wake.  Brigid is encoded in 
both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, appearing in 
many guises as primordial and indestructible life.  

 
On the second day of February the squirrel lifts his 
head out of his tail and surmises lovingly of nuts, 

                                                 
1 Joyce’s essay on the poet James Clarence Mangan, 1902 
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the bee blinks and thinks again of Sleeping Beauty, 
his queen, the wasp rasps and rustles and thinks 
that he is Napoleon Bonaparte. The robin twitters 
and thinks of love and worms...Dublin and the Devil 
all shake a leg and come a-popping and a-hopping, 
yelling here we are again, we and the world and 
the moon are new, up the poets, up the rabbits and 
the spiders and the rats.2 

 
The Smithy of the Imagination 
      James Joyce was born on February 2nd in 1882 in 
‘dear dirty Dublin’ and buried in Zurich in 1941 where 
he overlapped with Jung, as they simultaneously 
engaged in their bold and dangerous experiments with 
the imagination. Their personal revolutions were 
synchronous with revolutions at every scale, in every 
field: World War, Russian revolutions, the Easter 
Rising, women’s emancipation, Einstein’s 
revolutionary theories, the birth of psychoanalysis. 
Both Joyce and Jung were struggling to give birth to 
something new, as was the western world. The era 
was full of destruction and the birth throes of a new 
era, the renewal of culture. 
  
      Joyce was the eldest of ten surviving children; two 
of his siblings died of typhoid, affecting him and his 
mother deeply. She bore seventeen children in all and 
died aged 41 of liver cancer. His father was well 
known in Dublin as a great raconteur, barfly, a 
talented tenor who moved in literary circles and whose 
wit masked a desperate savagery3 which included 
violence towards his wife and children. Home life was 
a mix of life and death and as the family declined due 

                                                 
2 James Joyce, Richard Ellman, Oxford University Press, p. 
593  
3James Joyce, Edna O’Brien, Phoenix, Orion Books, 2000 
p. 3 
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to the father’s recklessness, they moved down in the 
world. James inherited his father’s talents of 
storytelling, singing and wit, and drinking, to which he 
added a scholarly love and knowledge of Greek myths 
and philosophy, theology, Irish history, mythology and 
literature in a classical liberal arts Jesuit education. 
His talent shone out and, despite financial hardship, 
his father found ways to ensure James received a 
prestigious education; his mother supported him at 
her own expense and that of the other children. After 
considering a life as a priest or singer and a year at 
medical school in Paris, he committed passionately to 
becoming a writer. 
  
      Joyce left Dublin for the final time in 1904 after the 
death of his mother, a death that epitomised for him 
the religious oppression and self-sacrifice of women 
as mothers in Ireland, a fate Joyce did not want his 
beloved Nora Barnacle to endure. Concerned with the 
oppression of the soul, which I take as synonymous 
with imagination, and of women and inspired by 
Ibsen’s When We Dead Waken and Nora’s bid for 
freedom in A Doll’s House, Joyce and his own Nora 
fled to Europe. The wellbeing of the soul of Ireland 
differentiates Joyce’s vision of freedom from that of 
the burgeoning nationalist cause, 
 

I confess that I do not see what good it does to 
fulminate against the English tyranny while the 
Roman tyranny occupies the palace of the soul.4 

 
      From London to Paris, to Zurich, to Rome, they 
settled in Trieste and had two children. Trieste mirrors 
                                                 
4 "Ireland, Island of Saints and Sages," lecture, Università 
Popolare, Trieste (27 April 1907), printed in James Joyce: 
Occasional, Critical and Political Writing, Ed. Kevin 
Barry, Oxford University Press, 2002 
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Dublin as a city under foreign rule since the middle 
ages and a sea port on an estuary.  He taught 
languages and lectured on historical, political and 
literary themes, freed from oppressive Irish culture. 
His originality and talent, his sense of personal destiny 
were the central organising principles of the family. He 
was a relentless drinker, profligate with money; at 
times Nora took in laundry to survive. Without the 
lifelong financial and personal commitment from a 
circle of supporters – his wife, his brother, other 
writers and sponsors, and then the wealthy English 
feminist Harriet Weaver – it is probable he would not 
have succeeded. In 1915, they took sanctuary in 
Zurich, a bohemian bolt-hole during the war, where he 
immersed himself in writing his odyssey, Ulysses. In a 
remarkable parallel to Jung’s journey into the 
unconscious, he said, 
 

I laugh at it today, now that I have had all the good 
of it. Let the bridge blow up, provided I have got my 
troops across...Nonetheless, that book was a 
terrible risk. A transparent leaf separates it from 
madness.5 

 
His ruthless sense of purpose and vision is also 
voiced by his idealistic autobiographical self, Stephen 
Daedalus, who – on the last page of A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man – chooses exile to fulfill his 
vision, as Joyce himself did:  
 

Welcome, O life! I go to encounter for the millionth 
time the reality of experience and to forge in the 
smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my 

                                                 
5 ‘James Joyce on Ulysses in The Critical Heritage, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul (1970) Ed. Robert H. Deming, 
p. 22 
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race… Old father, old artificer, stand me now and 
ever in good stead.6  

 
The image of the forge, the master craftsman, the 
demiurgic creative force is a key image for Joyce. 
Brigid embodies these same powers. 
 
      Joyce began to suffer increasingly from eye 
problems that threatened his capacity to write, and in 
1917 collapsed on Bahnhofstrasse in Zurich, with a 
severe attack of lumbago, followed the next day by 
acute glaucoma. He was forced to face the need for 
eye surgery, the first of many. He uses the German 
word for lumbago, ‘Hexenschuss,’ which translates as 
‘a blow from the witch/crone’ in a letter to his friend 
and supporter Ezra Pound and, in his short poem 
‘Bahnhofstrasse’, he reads this ‘fall down to earth’ as 
a sign, a turn for the worse, a disillusionment which 
forces him to see things differently: 
 

Ah star of evil! star of pain! 
Highhearted youth comes not again  
 
Nor old heart's wisdom yet to know 
The signs that mock me as I go. 

 
      The theme of flight and fall runs through Joyce’s 
work. After this fall he rises, he endures, persists and 
commits very slowly in writing Ulysses. He resists 
attempts by Edith Rockefeller, one of Jung’s acolytes, 
who financed him anonymously, to effectively bribe 
him into analysis to deal with his drinking and slow 
output.  
 

                                                 
6 A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Jonathan Cape 
1968, p. 297 
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‘Get yourself psychoanolised!’ and artist answers, ‘I 
can psoakoonaloose myself any time I want.’7  

 
      His ruthless sense of destiny and the unstable, 
fascinating life of the family, moving so many times, 
came with a high personal cost. His poor health, partly 
alcohol related, resulted in his early death. All this was 
a background to his daughter Lucia’s breakdown and 
eventual institutionalisation. ‘Minerva direct me,’ he 
wrote to Harriet Weaver8 before turning to Jung for 
help, as Lucia became lost in a total breakdown. She 
never recovered, her potential life as a talented 
dancer and writer tragically unrealised. 
 
      In Ulysses, we spend twenty-four hours in Dublin, 
in eighteen chapters which loosely correspond to 
Homer’s Odyssey.  The names and ethnic ancestry 
given to the three main characters in Ulysses encode 
the invasions and genealogies in Ireland’s ancient 
history, reflected in extensive ancient Irish texts, 
especially the 11th century Lebor Gabála Érenn, The 
Book of Invasions.  This sacred text is a mix of poetry, 
mythology and chronicle of ancient Ireland. Joyce’s 
characters dissolve nationalist notions of racial or 
linguistic purity and territorial sovereignty through their 
complex genealogies.  Stephen Daedalus, 
corresponding to Ulysses’ son Telemachus, is a 
young classics scholar, named after the martyr St 
Stephen and the Greek master craftsman Daedalus, 
‘old father, old artificer’, maker of the wings for his son 
Icarus and creator of the labyrinth. Leopold Bloom, 
corresponding to Ulysses, has an Irish Protestant 
mother, a Hungarian Jewish father and is named after 

                                                 
7 Finnegans Wake, Penguin 1992, p. 522  

8 Ellman, p. 676 
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the King of Hungary, Leopold, so making an ancient 
Scythian link. Bloom’s surname derives from Slieve 
Bloom, an Irish mountain, where a mythic giant lives. 
Bloom’s father emigrated to Ireland, converted from 
Judaism to Protestantism, changed his name to 
Rudolph Bloom. This fictional origin of Leopold and 
Molly Bloom matches the genealogy of the goidelic or 
Irish language and the Irish Gaels.9  Molly Bloom was 
born in Gibraltar to a Spanish mother, Lunita Laredo, 
and Major Tweedy, an Irish military officer, embodying 
the last invasion of the Milesians from Spain. Dublin 
itself, a main character in Joyce’s fiction, was created 
by the Danish invasion. The genealogy is very like a 
fractal formation, an invisible structure. 
 
      Ulysses begins on a ‘thirsty Thursday morning’, 
Thor’s-day being the day of Joyce’s birth, his first blow 
from Thor’s hammer. Opening with a shaving 
ceremony that parodies the Catholic mass, three 
young men wait for a suspiciously Brigidine crone to 
bring them their milk; she regrets she does not have 
the native Irish language.  She is an impoverished but 
spirited old milkmaid, her own breasts dry like the hag 
or Cailleach of winter, like mother Ireland herself, like 
Stephen Daedalus’s mother and like Joyce’s own 
mother: all are dying or as dead as winter.  Mother, 
language, the mythology, history and biography of 
Joyce and Ireland merge in the telling of this tale.  
Meanwhile, one of the three berates Stephen 
Daedalus, the idealistic artist, for mourning too long 

                                                 
9Lebor Gabála Érenn tells us that all mankind is descended 
from Adam through the sons of Noah and that 
a Scythian king named Fénius Farsaid is the forebear of the 
Gaels. For further details see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lebor_Gab%C3%A1la_%C3
%89renn 
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the death of his mother and for the guilt arising from 
his refusal to pray for her at her deathbed, as did 
Joyce. 
 
      Joyce inherited the craft of the seanachaí, or 
storyteller, meaning ‘teller of old tales’, from his father, 
who was from a line of seanchaidhean of Cork. In pre-
Christian Ireland, the seanachaí was the community 
keeper of ancient lore, the genealogy of the tuath, a 
local people. This lore included the dinnseanchas, the 
lore of places, the land-guage of Ireland’s unique 
store of ancient texts recorded by the early Christian 
scribes, in which place is ever present.  There was a 
higher rank of lore keeper, the fili, the poet-seer, 
whose shamanistic origins were in healing, mediating 
between worlds with magical language and feats of 
memory. The highest rank of poet seer, the Ollamh 
Éren, had equal status to the High-King in tribal times, 
fading over several centuries, but alive in the poetic 
imagination that is so abundant in Ireland.  The 
seanachaí, once highly respected in folk life, had no 
place in the Victorian and Catholic culture of Joyce’s 
childhood Dublin. 
 
      With his ‘blotting paper memory’, essential for the 
seanachaí or file, Joyce absorbed with great 
sensitivity all he learned, saw and heard as a child: 
the emotional, cultural and political currents of home 
and social life in Dublin; a classical Jesuit education 
and extensive personal reading of philosophy and 
literature plus the ancient Irish texts.  He grew a 
capacity to convey inner and outer worlds with feeling 
and great sensorial observation, his 
phenomenological realism woven through with 
scholarly philosophical musing on reality, as portrayed 
in the autobiographical character of Stephen 
Daedalus.  A good example is in the Proteus chapter 
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of Ulysses: at 11am Stephen is walking on 
Sandymount Strand, like Proteus, the shapeshifter 
god of the ever-changing sea, the equivalent of the 
Irish Manannán Mac Lir, the sea god    who mediates 
between the two worlds, like the artist and seashore 
itself.  First, he looks, and looks out, and begins to 
think: 
 

Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least that if 
nomore, thought through my eyes. Signatures of all 
things I am here to read, seaspawn and seawrack, 
the nearing tide, that rusty boot. Snotgreen, 
bluesilver, rust: coloured signs.10 

 
He says to himself: ‘shut your eyes and see’ and his 
thoughts fly... ‘Stephen closed his eyes to hear his 
boots crush crackling wrack and shells.’  He is 
doubled: now in dialogue listening to himself – there’s 
a lot of doubling in Joyce’s Dublin.  He has a foot in 
two worlds, is beside himself, the true meaning of the 
word ecstasy, in the sensual realm and in visionary 
experience. Here he’s musing on reality, on the visual 
and aural worlds, with coded references to Aristotle, 
Aquinas, Dante, Blake. Whichever way the prose 
grabs you, Joyce is often trying to convey the beauty, 
including the beauty of philosophy and the radiance 
behind every aspect of life, something Campbell 
called aesthetic arrest.  The musicality, the imagery, 
the creative leaps, the humour, the links to philosophy 
constitute a cornucopia of pleasures.  In Joyce’s 
words, it is ‘the luminous silent stasis of aesthetic 
pleasure, a spiritual state very like to that cardiac 
condition which the Italian physiologist Luigi Galvani 

                                                 
10 Ulysses, Oxford World’s Classics, OUP, 1993, p. 37 
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… called the enchantment of the heart.’11 He 
continues, walking along the strand: 
 

You are walking through it howsomever. I am a 
stride at a time. A very short space of time through 
very short times of space. Five, six: the 
nacheinander. Exactly: and that is the ineluctable 
modality of the audible. Open your eyes. No Jesus! 
If I fell over a cliff that beetles o’er his base12, fell 
through the nebeneinander ineluctably! I am 
getting on nicely in the dark. My ash sword hangs 
by my side. Tap with it: they do. (Ulysses p.37) 

 
Who are ‘they’?  With his eyes closed and his 
ashplant stick, he is like the blind seers and great 
poets, Homer, Carolan, Turlough, Raftery, Milton, 
Virgil (in Dante), Tiresias and Shakespeare. 
 

My two feet in his boots are at the end of his legs 
nebeneinander. Sounds solid: made by the mallet 
of Los Demiurgos. Am I walking into eternity along 
Sandymount Strand? Crush crack crick crick. 
(Ulysses p. 37) 
 

In Blake’s Milton Los, referred to in the above 
passage, is the smith at his anvil. This daimonic force 
of creativity gives birth like a god, out of itself, or 
nothing, a virgin birth, like the goddess Brigid 
pregnant with the new life of spring; everything she 
touches is restored to life, or she hammers out new 
forms in her forge, as the demiurge hammers out the 
shapes and forms of the world. The forge is an image 
from Plato’s Timaeus and a central image of alchemy, 
where spirit is forged into matter. Joyce’s work is 

                                                 
11 A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man p. 217 
12 a line from Horatio who fears that Hamlet will fall into 
the sea or go mad if he follows his father’s ghost. 
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forging, hammering, smelting and shaping words, just 
as he was hammered into shape by Ireland. 
  
Birth and Rebirth 
      When Daedalus opens his eyes on Sandymount 
Strand, he encounters two midwives, one from Bride 
Street (one of Brigid’s names): 
 

One of her sisterhood lugged me squealing into 
life. Creation from nothing. What has she in the 
bag. A misbirth with a trailing navelcord, hushed in 
ruddy wool? The cords of all link back, 
strandentwining cable. That is why mystic monks, 
Will you be as gods? (Ulysses p. 38) 
 

The misbirth hushed in ruddy wool hints at the dead 
child Rudy of Leopold and Molly Bloom, who died at 
11 days, a misbirth. The kabbalistic meaning of 11 is 
birth out of nothing, the essential symbol of birth, 
beginnings and creation out of nothing, the ultimate 
Nothing, humanised in the loss, the void of a dead 
child. While mystic monks prefer mystical birth from 
nothing, the violent reality of physical birth, flesh and 
death is remembered and mixed with the creation 
story in Genesis 3:5. Joyce multiplies the poetics, 
etymologies and genealogies of words and stories, 
and emphasises the creativity in language and in 
ordinary human perception. ‘Common sense’ is a 
source of mystical revelation.  The common, the 
vernacular world, is elevated and epiphanised and 
transfigured and readers may find their own 
perspectives opening to new vistas. 
 
      Leopold Bloom wanders through Dublin 
encountering all facets of life: a funeral, a birth, a 
political and racist argument.  He knows what time his 
wife is having sex with her lover; he enjoys 
masturbating while watching a young girl on the 
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beach; he hasn’t been able to make love with his wife 
Molly since their son died. He muses on the cosmos; 
he savours a gorgonzola sandwich. We are privy to 
his inner thoughts and feelings, his rich, earthy 
consciousness, his pathos and deep sympathy with all 
things. The reader slows down, experiencing with him. 
He rescues Stephen from a brothel and a fight with a 
British soldier, takes him home for hot chocolate. They 
pee together in the moonlight, bond like the father and 
son each grieves for, as did Joyce.  He returns from 
his 24 hours of wandering to his wife, Molly Bloom, as 
Ulysses did to Penelope after 20 years.  We get a 
sense of the grief and longing behind these events, 
and of Bloom’s equanimity in the face of his grief and 
the joys of everyday life. He feels warmth for her as 
they sleep top to toe, as she, full of memories and 
longings recalls in her turn with erotic fondness the 
first time they made love on Howth Head, in the 
famous Molly Bloom soliloquy: 
 

then I asked him with my eyes to ask again yes 
and then he asked me would I yes to say yes my 
mountain flower and first I put my arms around him 
yes and drew him down to me so he could feel my 
breasts all perfume yes and his heart was going 
like mad and yes I said yes I will Yes. (Ulysses 
closing lines p. 732) 
 

      Molly also has the monumental qualities of an 
earth goddess, creative, alive and sexually potent, like 
the goddess Medb, the ‘Intoxicating One’, whose urine 
stream would create rivers.  Joyce describes Molly’s 
menstrual blood mingled with her urine, both signs of 
vitality.  She is like the archaic mythological 
Sovereignity queens or goddesses of the land, Flaith 
Erenn, embodying primal forces and forms of life.  As 
we live through the day that began with the old crone, 
we end with an earthy erotic restoration of life and 
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love.  Molly completes the cycle of death and rebirth in 
Ulysses, which was published on February 2nd, at 
Imbolc, the time of awakening, swelling and birthing.13 
 
Imbolc and Brigid  
      Seasonally, Imbolc is a time of pregnancy and 
swelling, the earliest stirrings of new life.  Meaning ‘in 
the belly’ or ‘bag of butter’ Imbolc is sometimes called 
‘oimelc’ or ‘sheep’s milk’. Both milk and the waters of 
life begin to flow; migrating swans arrive from the 
freezing north and the Milky Way begins to return to 
sight. Imbolc is the festival of Brigid, goddess and 
saint.  According to Cormac's Glossary, a tenth 
century encylopaedia of oral knowledge, Brigid was, 
like Danu, a supreme goddess of the Tuatha de 
Danaan, the magical race of the Sidhe, the powerful 
fairy folk, daughter of earth and father god Dagda, and 
a triple goddess of poetry, smith-craft and healing.  
These powers she maintains as a Saint and Abbess.  
She is a fire and sun goddess, associated with 
creativity, fertility and with healing wells.  Her roles as 
Dagda’s daughter, wife and mother are multiple, defy 
logic, something that corresponds with the qualities of 
an alchemical queen or goddess. The legend and lore 
of both can neither be separated nor proven. Legend 
blends her goddess attributes into her biographies. 
She was born on the threshold of the house, at dawn, 
in a blaze of light as her mother returned from milking.  
Raised on the milk of a magic white cow with red ears, 
she performed miracles from an early age. As a child 
it is said, that she claimed, ‘This place will be mine’.  A 

                                                 
13 I recommend the freely available Radio Telefis Eirann 
Radio Production of Ulysses. The musicality of Joyce’s 
language, the skilled interpretation of the actors makes the 
work more immediate and engaging: Ulysses Audiobook. 
RTÉ 1982 - YouTube  retrieved June 2016 

13



 

druid declared: ‘She will possess this place till doom's 
day, and so it will be. This land will be hers.’14 
 
      Three biographies agree that Saint Brigid’s mother 
was a Christian Pict slave who had been baptized 
by Saint Patrick, himself brought to Ireland as a 
Christian slave. Her father was a chieftain of Leinster, 
whose wife forced him to sell Brigid’s mother to a 
Druid when she became pregnant. As the daughter of 
a chief, she was entitled to an education by fosterage.  
Fosterage in ancient Celtic culture meant the care and 
education of a child into the arts, crafts, healing, 
cosmology and lore of the people, plant lore, weather 
lore.  Druidic and Christian cosmologies, culture and 
education were blended in Brigid. Educating her 
raised her rank, after which, she returned to her father 
as a fiercely independent woman, determined on a 
celibate life of Christian ministry, totally immune to 
patriarchal pressure to marry or conform to her role 
and rank. She was incorrigibly hospitable to the poor 
and circumvented obstacles by wit, courage, magic or 
miracle.  Most famously, she asked the King of 
Leinster for land to establish her convent. When he 
refused, she requested only as much land as her 
mantle could cover. It then spread magically over the 
whole of Kildare. She embodies the overlap of 
indigenous nature, based on the science and magic of 
the Druids, with Christ’s earthly message of love, 
community and social justice.  She is incarnated like 
Christ amongst the common people to serve, not in 
slavery like her mother but in service to the 
community and to the divine in nature using her 

                                                 
14 Taken from The Saints of Ireland: The Life-Stories of SS. 
Brigid and Columcille by Hugh de Blacam, retrieved from 
http://www.ewtn.com/library/MARY/BRIGID.htm  
December 2017 
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powers as guardian and healer of the elements and of 
all of creation.  One of her miracles recorded by 
Cogitosus is that when a nun became pregnant Brigid 
made the baby disappear without pain or childbirth, a 
miracle also attributed to fifth century St Ciaran.  One 
of the lives records her deep affection for a nun, her 
anam cara, or soul friend Darlughnach, with whom 
she shared her bed. Soul friendship was sacred to the 
Druids and early Christians. 
 
      She is famed for her animal husbandry, her 
miraculous capacity to provide abundant hospitality, 
bread, butter, milk and beer that replenishes itself no 
matter how much she gives away to the poor. Her 
capacity as brewer or fermenter is an aspect of her 
alchemical power.  She retains her powers of 
inspiration, the poetic fire in the head; she is 
protectress of the hearth, the fire in the home and the 
fire of art and craft in the forge and in goldsmithing.  
The arts and sciences flourished in Brigid’s abbey: 
astronomy, metallurgy, farming, healing, magic, 
poetry, philosophy, jurisprudence, the making and 
illumination of gospels, all intrinsic to the Celtic 
Christianity that Brigid helped forge.  Scholars from all 
over Europe travelled to Ireland.  The abbeys were 
centres of wealth, arts and crafts, power, justice and 
hospitality.  Kildare became a place of scholarship 
and pilgrimage, and after Brigid's death, around the 
year 525, her influence ‘like a fruitful vine with its 
growing branches struck root in the whole of 
Ireland.’15 

                                                 
15 Bitel, Lisa M: St Brigit of Ireland: From Virgin Saint to 
Fertility Goddess  
retrieved from 
http://monasticmatrix.osu.edu/commentaria/st-brigit-ireland 
December 2016 
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      Choosing the site of a sacred oak to light a sacred 
flame at Kildare, Brigid established a double 
monastery, for men and women as did Hilda of Whitby 
and Hildegard of Bingen.  The visionary power of 
these women of the dark and middle ages birthing 
creative spirituality characterised the archetypal 
‘pregnant virgin’ living a life true to her nature and 
calling.  Hildegard of Bingen writes in Scivias: ‘We 
cannot live in a world that is interpreted for us. An 
interpreted world is not a home. Part of the terror is to 
take back our own listening. To use our own voice. To 
see our own light.’  Kildare means ‘the church of the 
oak’ and ‘oak’ itself means ‘druid’.  The sacred flame 
that Brigid established at Kildare was tended by 19 
vestal virgins-nuns, symbolizing the number of years 
in the metonic lunar cycle, when the moon is often 
eclipsed and returns to its northernmost latitude, 
appearing to stand still.  The flame was extinguished 
in 1220 by the Anglo-Norman Bishop of Dublin who 
was trying to eradicate Celtic Christianity.  The nuns 
and locals relit it and it then survived until the 
destruction of the monasteries under Henry VIII. A 
Brigidine order of nuns was established in the 19th 
century and, since the relighting of the flame in 1993, 
Kildare is again a centre of pilgrimage, of women’s 
spiritual power and social and environmental activism.  
The flame became a ritual flame carried to the UN 
Women’s Conference in Beijing in 1995 on ‘What 
Women Want’, then to Peace Conferences all over 
the world. The living flame embodies the return of a 
spirituality of ecological and social justice based on 
the cosmic rule of the interconnectedness of life. 
 
Layers of Imbolc 
      Brigid’s seasonal Imbolc rituals never died out in 
Ireland, Scotland and her islands and are reviving 
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there and worldwide. On the eve of Imbolc people 
waited for Brigid to pass the house and give her 
blessing; little Brigid corn dolls, Brideogs, are made. 
Cloths are laid out like Brigid’s mantle for gathering 
the dawn dew, to be used for healing throughout the 
year.  It is a day for plaiting rushes into Brigid’s fylfot 
crosses and hanging them for protection in the home, 
for passing through the girdle of Brigid with your 
wishes for the coming year, for all spinning wheels to 
stand still, for drinking milk and for pouring milk as 
libation on the earth, and for remembering the 
ancestors as you make the crosses.  It is a way to 
connect with an immanent divinity in nature’s seasons 
and cycles of life, and to invoke Bridgid’s archetypal 
motherly protection and abundance for the coming 
year.  ‘Fe brat Brighde sinn’ meaning, ‘We are under 
Brigid’s cloak.’ 
 
       Imbolc has other layers. It is seasonally sychronic 
with Candlemas, the feast of the first presentation of 
the growing Christ child to the elders at the temple.  In 
other words, Christ is the growing light.  The lore says 
that Brigid, as Mary’s midwife and Christ’s foster 
mother, led the presentation, carrying candles on 
February 2nd, forty days after his birth.  Brigid, as sun 
goddess and midwife, and Christ as the light poetically 
intertwine with potent overlapping meanings.  The 
presentation of Christ in the temple parallels the 
phenomenon of the light of the sun projecting itself 
into the chambers of passage tombs built to receive 
this seasonal light at Imbolc.  The Mound of Hostages 
at the sacred site of Tara (3000 BC) is such a tomb-
womb containing many layers of cremated ashes, 
rock art spirals, crosses and circles, symbols 
encoding knowledge of heavenly patterns, a written 
language of the heavens.  The mound can only 
receive the light of the sunrise twice a year, at the 
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cross quarter day of Samhain (Halloween) at the 
beginning of November, and at Imbolc.  The act of the 
shaft of sun entering the womb-like tomb ritualises the 
union of the elemental forces of the cosmos: 
harnessing this event in the cycle of the year enacts 
the seeding and fertilisation of the sacred land in a 
coniunctio or sacred marriage of sun and soil.  This 
theme of sacred fertility and birth is the essence of 
Brigid as Flaith Eren, the sovereignity goddess who 
bestows power only when the well-being of new life, 
land and fertility are protected and served.  In 
Ireland’s most ancient culture, sacred cattle are 
totems of fertility; the potency of the bull to impregnate 
and the birthing and abundant milk of the cow are 
crucial to life.  In the Oxen of the Sun episode in 
Ulysses, which takes place in the maternity hospital, 
Bloom, who has come to check on the difficult labour 
of Mina Purefoy, refuses to join in the arrogant loud 
talk of men discussing birth while drinking.  A 
thunderclap signals the gods’ disapproval of their 
disrespect for life, fertility and birth.  Their profanity is 
like Odysseus's crew who greedily eat the sacred 
oxen in the parallel episode in Homer’s Odyssey. St 
Brigid, legendarily raised on the milk of sacred white 
cows with red ears, is called the foster mother and 
milkmaid of Christ.  The Milky Way was known as 
‘The Way of the White Cow’ and the river goddess 
Boann, the river Boyne, the mother of Brigid in some 
sources, means white, bright or blessed cow. 
 
      Another layer of interpretation is astronomical: the 
Milky Way rises and falls each night, like the arced rim 
of a cauldron on the horizon moving to an upright 
position that makes a road or river of light in space.  
During the months of November to February the Milky 
Way in the northern hemisphere is very faint, as the 
earth faces away from her centre which goes out of 
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view.  At Imbolc, it begins again to be more visible 
above the night horizon, until at midsummer her bright 
galactic centre is most visible.  We now know that 
bright centre to be a huge cluster of stars surrounding 
a massive black hole in the middle of a luminescent 
river of stars.  The downward pointing swan 
constellation Cygnus and, within that, the prominent 
Northern Cross form the backbone of the Milky Way, 
the two shapes and symbols synthesized as were 
pagan and early Christian lore.  The Cross appears to 
stand vertically on the horizon in the winter sky.  The 
swan is especially associated with Brigid in winter and 
the lore of humans shapeshifting into swans is familiar 
in Irish legends.  Swans migrate at Samhaim, their 
arrival from the mysterious cold North signalling the 
onset of winter as they migrate to keep ahead of the 
cold weather, cued by the changing light and 
temperature. They leave with the returning light and 
warmer weather at Imbolc, so becoming part of its 
seasonal weather lore. 

 
Memory in the Land 
      An exploration of Vico’s equation of memory and 
imagination is beyond the scope of this piece, but is a 
rich support for Joyce’s theme of chaos and renewal 
in the cycles of life and history, and he uses the 
vehicle of dream in Finnegans Wake to synthesise 
collective and personal memory and imagination.16 17 
Synchronistic with my research, a woman shared this 
dream in a group and gives permission for it to be 
shared here: it feels that it is a dream that needs to be 

                                                 
16 Lorraine Weir 
https://lorraineweir.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/imaginatio
nandmemory.pdf retrieved dec 2017  
17 Brown, Norman O., Closing Time, Random House 1973, 
Preface and p. 5 
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told for our times. It weaves personal and cultural 
memory held in a liminal fragment of land. She says it 
was a vivid dream in which everything was layered. 
She was in a place like where she used to work called 
Templefields. 
 

I am much younger than I am now, early twenties 
with short red/ginger hair.  I am sitting on a 
rock/piece of old architecture in the ruins of a 
temple, an ancient place which nature has started 
to take over. A young Asian man is eager to hand 
me a piece of paper.  I am suspicious, think it will 
be critical of me but it is a CV which reports I have 
done very well, I am creative, and it has a part in it 
about women being buried.  He really wants me to 
heed it in some way and there is an urgency that I 
need to protect myself and to recognise that I am 
capable of more. 
 
Like one film playing over another, a funeral is 
taking place in another time but still in the same 
temple/church grounds. There’s a group of 
Victorian people stood at a graveside. A ghost or 
something else of a woman rises up and down 
from the grave in a floating, lying position 
occasionally holding out her arms in front of her.  
She is somehow telling me that she is proud of me 
and that there is a place for me with her, not yet, 
but when I am ready.  The woman is dressed like a 
milkmaid in white with hearts and flowers and has 
fiery red hair plaited with flowers.  She is both 
young and old.  She is already buried and yet is 
moving in and out of the grave.  Her movement is 
very free; she feels timeless eternal. 

 
      The CV, curriculum vitae, the course of a life, is 
made of good quality paper that has a watermark on 
it, the mark of Brigid’s healing powers manifest.  The 
CV has a part in it about women being buried and the 
Asian man wants the dreamer to really see and heed 
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this serious document.  He is wearing a red plaited 
band on his left wrist, a multifaith, Hindu, Sikh symbol 
of life and bestowed at birth in some Jewish traditions.  
It is as if the Asian man is reminding her of a personal 
birthright and mythic calling. But this is not just a 
personal call.  Her kinship, her belonging is revealed 
by the dreamer’s and goddess’s Celtic red hair.  Her 
milkmaid attire and  her quality of rising and falling, of 
living and dying eternally, identifies her as Brigid 
poetically associated to our cosmic home the Milky 
Way. 
 
      The dreamer’s Irish ancestors were forced to 
leave Ireland during An Górta Mór, the Great Hunger, 
and worked in service for the English aristocracy. This 
was at the height of the Victorian empire.  People 
were forced for generations to grow potatoes on ever 
decreasing strips of land.  When the crop failed, there 
was no money to pay rent to often absent English 
landlords. Without any check on the landlords’ cruelty, 
the tenants were evicted. The result, or the purpose, 
being the starvation and death of one million people 
and the forced emigration of another million.  This 
genocide was pivotal in sparking land based protest, 
building to the eventual climax of the Easter Rising of 
1916.  To this day, we see this pattern of conquest 
and exploitation of indigenous peoples being 
repeated, their land, culture and language taken by 
power, greed and control.18 
  
      We discover that Templefields, preserved on a 
patch of ground in an industrial estate in Harlow, 
Essex, is the site of a prehistoric pond barrow, a 
sacred burial site, once a bowl shaped formation with 

                                                 
18 McLean, Stuart John The Event and Its Terrors: Ireland, 
Famine, Modernity, Stanford University Press, 2004 
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a rim, dated around 2000BC, the Bronze Age, a time 
when monuments such as temples, wooden and 
stone henges and burial sites were part of a ritual and 
calendrical landscape as described earlier. From 
200BC the site became a Celtic temple, and from 80-
400AD it was an important Roman temple of Minerva, 
where a head of Minerva and some small statues of 
Mercury were found.  The Romans designated 
temples to the equivalent indigenous gods.  Minerva is 
the virgin goddess of wisdom, music, poetry, healing, 
commerce, weaving and the crafts; Julius Caesar 
designated her as equivalent of Brigid.  Mercury is the 
messenger of the gods and bringer of dreams. A 
broken altar stone replica remains, the very stone that 
the dreamer sits on. 
  
      The subsequently revealed historical relevance 
affirmed the living ecosystem of dream and memory in 
the form of the gods, calling us to this forgotten sacred 
place.  Things unbury themselves; they come to the 
surface, revealing themselves on a personal and 
collective level, bringing stories with them, adding to 
our personal sense of belonging to a particular place, 
our intimology of places, the dinnseanchas.  That the 
watermarked CV – the course or river of a life – tells 
us of buried women is moving and resonant: with the 
spirit of the times, women rise up anew as they did 
100 years ago for the right to vote.  The urgent 
message is to be both protective and creative.  The 
figure of Brigid rises up from the grave and calls to the 
dreamer, tells her she belongs to her – to her eternal 
rise and fall, in a neglected ancient sacred corner of 
land hidden in an industrial estate.  This is Brigid as 
alchemical Queen who bestows renewal, to be 
contrasted with Victoria, Queen of conquest and 
empire.There is an urgency to heed, remember and 
restore the river of life, the curriculum vitae, an 
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invitation to work with Brigid’s sacred powers of 
protection and creativity, hidden in this ancient 
forgotten sacred place. 
 
Land-guage 
      This dinnseanchas, this land-guage of an ancient 
Irish poetic tradition tells the myth, the etymology and 
genealogy of a place, its people and its name.  Stars, 
rivers, wells and rocks hold lore and knowledge of the 
cosmos.  It is an intimology, the art of imagining and 
knowing the intimate facts of places relationally.  Anna 
Livia Plurabelle – the River Liffey, the river of life – 
begins and ends Finnegans Wake. 
 
      Finnegans Wake, in contrast to Ulysses, is a 
night-time tale, still anchored in the Dublin landscape, 
told in a dream language. It is essentially the tale of a 
couple, Mr. and Mrs. Porter, who live a normal, boring 
life above their pub in a suburb of Dublin. They are the 
parents of twin boys named Kevin and Jerry and a 
daughter, Isabel. The characters’ names and the 
setting change when Mr. and Mrs. Porter enter their 
dream world. There is an ancient Irish poetic form, the 
bérla na filidh, language of the filidh, also called the 
dark tongue, a coded language rife with riddles, 
riddled with puns, neologisms, used by the filidh in 
their role of mediating with the otherworld, like the 
alchemical language of the birds.  In their practice, the 
filidh incubated poetry and prophetic visions from 
sleeping on stone beds in solitary hermitages, caves 
or in high places, such as St Patrick’s bed on the peak 
of the sacred pilgrimage mountain of Croagh Patrick 
in the west of Ireland and St Patrick’s Purgatory on 
Lough Derg. 
 
      In the first paragraph of Finnegans Wake the voice 
of Brigid, goddess of fire and hearth, speaks from the 
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turf fire in multilingual wordplay: ‘mishe!mishe! (I am, I 
am) to tauf tauf.’  Turf is another word for peat, the 
dried bog earth bricks that was the main fuel of 
Ireland; taufen means to baptise in German; 
‘tuartpeatrick’ (you are peat, Patrick).  Tuart is the 
protective ancient Egyptian goddess of water, 
childbirth, fertility and rebirth.  There is a story that St 
Patrick baptised St Bridget, which is historically 
possible, but here is a reversal. Joyce is placing Brigid 
as goddess as the foundation or matrix from which 
emerged an elemental Irish spirituality.  It’s a play on 
Christ’s words: ‘Thou art Peter and upon this rock...’, 
whereas Brigid’s fire speaks: ‘I (fire) am to baptise you 
patrick’ and ‘Thou art Patrick and upon the peat of 
Ireland ....’ The goddess and Saint Brigid, of the life 
giving blessing of fire and water, with Patrick, are 
together the foundation of Irish Christianity.  One 
ninth-century life of Brigid records that when she was 
ordained by Bishop Mel of Ardagh, a column of fire 
rose from her head and he was so intoxicated that he 
consecrated her as a bishop. 

 
      Anna Livia Plurabelle, ALP, is both river and the 
wife and queen to HCE, the archetypal father or king, 
whose initials also encode a myriad of names, places, 
events and abundant other associations: Here Comes 
Everybody, Humphry Chimpden Earwicker and Howth 
Castle and Environs, to name a few of his thousand 
different names. Her name encodes Aleph, Alpha, the 
first principle, the source, the first word and letter of 
the Alphabet.  He is also the sleeping giant Finn 
MaCool in the landscape of Dublin, his head forming 
the Hill of Howth, ‘A howdrocephalous enlargement’ 
(FW p.310).  His feet are two hillocks near Phoenix 
Park, and we are immersed in his dreaming of the 
whole of Irish history but it is not only his dream.  ALP, 
the Liffey, flows through the sleeping giant; she flows 
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‘besighed him’ (FW 261:24), the universal city of 
Dublin, life flowing through life to meet the cold sea, to 
die and be reborn and return to HCE: ‘riverrun, past 
Eve and Adam’s, from swerve of shore to bend of bay, 
brings us by a commodius vicus of recirculation back 
to Howth Castle and Environs.’  The last sentence in 
the book is the first half of its opening line: ‘A lone a 
last a loved a long the’ And so the beginning is the 
end in this infinite circle of a book, ‘a commodius vicus 
of recirculation’. 
 
      Over 1,000 river names are integrated in the 
wordplay of the Anna Livia chapter in Finnegans 
Wake.  In this chapter, two washerwomen are at the 
ford gossiping about Anna Livia and as night falls they 
turn to stone and tree.  Irish shapeshifting, at this 
mythic liminal location of river crossing, is associated 
with death and with the raven as one face of the 
oracular triple goddess of love, death and war – a 
Sovereignity figure – the Morrigan.  I recommend a 
YouTube recording of Joyce speaking in character the 
dialogue of the two washerwomen, for its musicality, 
flow and humour. It is not necessary to decode every 
word; just a few will bring a thread of meaning 
through. As a seanachie, he tells of the return of the 
river to the sea, to begin all over again. Finnegan … 
begin-again: the folk song is singing the lore of the 
cosmos.19 

 
      This animated world of sacred geography is 
reimagined in the detail of everyday Dublin in Ulysses, 
epiphanising every aspect of being human in a 
specific context of time and place. Joyce practices the 

                                                 
19 James Joyce -- Anna Livia Plurabelle 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5YNH4Aixe0 
retrieved August 2016 
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ancient art and science of geometry, measuring the 
earth, the geomater, sometimes in great detail, and 
claims that Dublin could be rebuilt on the basis of the 
detail.  He has created a ritual landscape that is re-
enacted every Bloom’s Day in Dublin and other cities. 
 
Sovereignity 
      Finnegans Wake has been interpreted as a poetic 
dream version of the Rites of Tara in which the 
character of the king of the land is ritually tested.20  
HCE, the Festy King, is first divested of his status.  He 
falls, is mocked, satirised, tested and eventually 
reinvested as the new king via a sacred marriage and 
immersion in the sacred well.  The Sovereignity of 
land and cosmos, of natural truth and justice are 
embodied in Flaith Eren, the Queen of Ireland, who 
restores his kingship.  Brigid’s power is that of Flaith 
Eren, emerging at spring to become Queen of 
Summer, taking over the reign of the primordial dark 
hag the Cailleach of winter.  These sacred powers 
were manifest in Brigid’s ministry at Kildare and lived 
on in her successors but there is a terrible 
dinnseanchas of one event, at a significant time and 
place in Finnegans Wake: 31st January 1132 AD (p. 
420).  Obscured in its coded dream language Joyce 
creates a textual, numerical chiasmus of ‘1132 ... 566 
... (silent) ... 566 ... 1132’ (FW pp.13-14) giving due 
significance to the pivotal moment of silence.  This is 
the eve of St Brigid’s day but it is also the date of the 
politically calculated rape ordered by McMurrough, 
King of Leinster, of Brigid’s successor, the Abbess of 
Kildare.  Brigidine spirituality embodied in the Abbess 
was violated on this day in her own sacred ground, 

                                                 
20 Gibson, George Cinclair Wake Rites: The Ancient Irish 
Rituals of Finnegans Wake, University Press of Florida 
2005 
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with its sacred well and eternal flame, at her sacred 
time of celebration: ‘evil flows … Woman. Squash … 
by decree’ (FW p.390).  Brigid as Flaith Eren is 
degraded and the cosmic order is overturned.  Flaith, 
who bestows life, is overruled by Monarchy, exclusive, 
imperial, conquering.  ‘Once Bank of Ireland's.  Return 
to City Arms.  2 Milchbroke.  Wrongly spilled. 
Traumcondraws.  Now Bunk of England's’ (FW p.420).  
It is a power grab of the land and her people, paving 
the way for England’s territorial occupation and 
Rome’s religious control, the occupation of the Irish 
‘palace of the soul’.  McMurrough installs a 
kinswoman he can control, then allies with Henry II, 
who seeks papal approval, after the fact, for his 
invasion of Ireland. Pope Adrian’s Papal Bull in 1155 
was a deal sealed with the gift of an emerald ring for 
Henry with the proviso that he raise a tax for the 
church from each household: ‘the year of buy in 
disgrace 1132’ (FW p.391).  It is a colonisation of 
body and soul: the land is deforested for warships and 
palaces.  Institutional and religious abuse grows as 
the poor and the powerless are enslaved.  The 
primordial laws of the sacred bond with nature are 
broken.  Hubris shifts sovereignity from care for the 
wells and land to power of possession of the land and 
people. Generations of exploitation of land and people 
inevitably culminated  in An Górta Mór, The Great 
Hunger in the 19th century. 
 
      This crime of desecration, a hidden history of 
Ireland, is buried in the apparently indecipherable text 
of Finnegans Wake.  The lived spirituality of Brigidine 
Christianity, creativity and social justice and of 
reverence for sacred places, sacred processes and 
cycles was crushed, became hidden, buried once 
more in folk memory, literature and dreams, to be 
uncovered generations later.  Similarly, the letter 
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found in the midden heap by Biddy (a pet name for 
Brigid) the hen, in which Anna Livia Plurabelle is 
supposed to find the truth of the fall, i.e. the moral 
crime, of her husband, turns out to be her 
‘Mamafesto’, affirming her eternal primordial 
recirculation and her truth: ‘In the name of Annah the 
Allmaziful, the Everliving, the Bringer of Plurabilities, 
haloed be her eve, her singtime sung, her rill be run, 
unhemmed as it is uneven!’ (FW p.104)  The letter is 
never concluded but interrupted by a parody of 
interpretation of texts and of meaning: the futility of 
finding a singular or coherent truth of human 
experience is a decentering experience for we are all 
Finnegans in a puzzling dream, then waking.  
 
      So, reading the Wake becomes the experience of 
an all-encompassing, multiple dimensionality of 
existence, like that of dreaming, when clusters of 
meanings open out.  The language itself is joyful, 
entrancing, riddlesome, hermetic. Seamus Heaney 
said, ‘the language opens like an accordian or pack of 
cards in the hands of a magician’.21 Norman O. 
Brown, wrote that we are the first generation in the 
West able to read the Qu’ran, if we are able to read 
Finnegans Wake22, with its corresponding 
simultaneous totality, the whole in every part, its 
poetry, musicality, a parallel de-centring, fragmentary 
and prophetic, ie truthful experience. There are links 
to the Qu’ran, the Vedas, many plurabilities of sacred 
texts in the Wake. 
 

                                                 
21 Seamus Heaney, BBC Radio Desert Island Discs, 
19.11.1989 
22 Brown, Norman O. ‘The Apocalypse in Islam’ in 
Apocalypse &/or Metamorphosis, University of California 
Press, 1991 p. 89 
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      Both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake open and 
close with the voices of Sovereignity figures, the voice 
of the elements.  In Ulysses, Brigid appears in the first 
scene as Cailleach or milkmaid, and in the last scene 
as goddess, Mebh-like, Molly Bloom, recognisable by 
her earthy sexuality, drawn also from Joyce’s 
perception of his wife Nora.  Without Life’s blessing, 
without Molly Bloom’s, without her Yes, Leopold 
Bloom may not rule and life will remain eternal winter.  
The river of life begins and ends Finnegans Wake as 
Anna Livia Plurabelle.  As dawn approaches at the 
end of the dream and of the book, she speaks as she 
flows to annihilation in the sea, from whence she will 
return in her immortal watery cycle: 
 

Soft morning, city! Lsp! I am leafy speafing. Lpf! 
Folty and folty all the nights have falled on to long 
my hair. Not a sound, falling. Lispn! No wind no 
word. Only a leaf, just a leaf and then leaves. ... 
Aleval. My leaves have drifted from me. All. But 
one clings still. I’ll bear it on me. To remind me of. 
Lff! (FW pp.619 & 628) 

 
      The belief that Brigid will re-emerge as the queen 
of spring, waking up from her hibernation to end the 
reign of the Cailleach, was part of a thriving 
indigenous culture that Alexander Carmichael 
recorded in the Carmina Gadelica in late nineteenth 
century in the remote gaelic-speaking highlands and 
islands of Scotland.  Carmichael was deeply moved 
by the living lore of Brigid that brought ritual poetry 
and song to daily life, her ancient presence still alive 
in the place names mapped as Cailleach and Brigid.  
This tale of weather lore travelled with Scottish 
emigrants to Nova Scotia and morphed into the 
Groundhog Day legend: on February 2nd locals watch 
for the sun to appear and the groundhog to emerge to 
tell them if winter is going and if spring will be early or 
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late.  In Scotland, it was the serpent, symbol of 
renewal, who would emerge, and be ritually beaten. In 
another version, if the weather were fine at imbolc the 
Cailleach would emerge and gather more firewood, 
and her reign as cold winter was not over.  A witty 
parable of existential death and moral renewal is told 
in the film Groundhog Day, as the cynical TV 
weatherman, contemptuous of this superstitious 
weather ritual, is caught in a time loop until he learns 
that the only way to restore himself to the flow of life is 
to say yes to everyday life, to its hidden ethical law 
which is also found inside himself when tested.  This 
is how myth renews itself; perhaps it will now in the 
much hoped for ‘new story’ that collectively will help 
us all. 
 
Conclusion 
      Jung recognised there is something culturally 
transformative in Ulysses while never becoming 
enamored of the book. He was preoccupied with an 
equal but different project of transformation, his own 
hermetic The Red Book kept under wraps until after 
his death. 
 

Oh Ulysses, you are truly a devotional book for the 
object-besotted, object-ridden white man! You are 
a spiritual exercise, an ascetic discipline, an 
agonising ritual, an arcane procedure, eighteen 
alchemical alembics piled on top of one another, 
where amid acids, poisonous fumes, and fire and 
ice, the homunculus of a new, universal 
consciousness is distilled! … Penelope need no 
longer weave her never ending garment; she now 
takes her ease in the gardens of the earth, for her 
husband is home again, all his wanderings over. A 
world has passed away and is made new.23 

                                                 
23 Jung, C.G., CW 15, para.201-202 
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      Some people joke that the Wake, or Joyce 
himself, has a shamanistic power of healing and 
revisioning.  Just a month before giving this talk, a 
neighbour told me of a hidden well, called the Old 
Birch Well in the East London woods that I have been 
walking for years, with birch and rushes growing 
nearby, both plants sacred to Brigid and used in the 
folk rituals associated with Imbolc.  This well was a 
main local water source up until a couple of centuries 
ago and is still flowing, unviolated but forgotten.  On 
first seeing the well, I saw a dynamic shape of a 
woman, Brigid, formed in the algae on the water’s 
surface. I now meet regularly with her. Perhaps this 
revelation of our own locality, our place on earth, is 
the shamanistic power of the living earth calling us to 
return to this primordial reality, to this wellspring, to 
intimate relationship and hospitality, to community, 
place, imagination and memory.  Brigid speaks in 
many guises through Joyce, as the revealed voice of 
the truth and interconnectedness of life, the matrix of 
nature, and she reminds us that we belong to her, the 
land, and we cannot take or rape her.  She is 
returning in dreams; a woman dreamt: ‘I am coming 
out of Buckingham Palace, there is only red earth.’ To 
dream, remember and imagine as a method of 
discovery and renewal, we could follow Joyce into the 
imaginal dimension of the landmarks of our wild and 
built environments and listen to their vernacular 
stories, their intimologies, their genealogies.  Then we 
might hammer it out in text or image, give it form as 
an act of memory as he has done and so nourish the 
feelings, humanity and imaginative heart of people all 
over the world. This genealogy, a return to the origins, 
is a key to renewal and re-sacralisation of our 
ordinary, magical life, this feelingful home, this 
ecosystem of physical spiritual and imaginal realities. 
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      Finally, a hybrid poem, a contemporary version24 
of an ancient invocation of the Brigid as protectress, 
combined with an ancient genealogy of Brigid like 
Danu the supreme source of creativity, of poetic 
wisdom from the ‘Colloquy of the Two Sages’ found in 
the twelfth century Book of Leinster. 
 

            The Genealogy of Brighid 
            Every day and every night 
            That I say the genealogy of Brighid 
            I shall not be killed 
            I shall not be wounded 
            I shall not be harried 
            I shall not be put into a cell 
            No fire, no sun, no moon will burn me 
            No water, no lake, no sea will drown me........ 
 
            For I am child of Poetry 
            Poetry, child of Reflection 
            Reflection, child of Meditation 
            Meditation, child of Lore 
            Lore, child of Research 
            Research, child of Great Knowledge 
            Great Knowledge, child of Intelligence 
            Intelligence, child of Comprehension 
            Comprehension, child of Wisdom 

                       Wisdom, child of Brighid. 
 

                                                 
24 Weatherstone, Lunaea Tending Brigid's Flame: Awaken 
to the Celtic Goddess of the Hearth, Temple, and Forge, 
Llewelyn Press 2005 p. 119 
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MA
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Fr V White, OP, STL
32. The Anima by Keith Forsaith Lander, MSc, 
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by The Revd Rolf Gledhill, MA, BD
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35. Matthew Arnold and the Scholar Gypsy by
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36. The Problem of Essence and Form in
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37.  *Economic Planning and the Uniqueness of

Man by H Westmann
38.  *Religious Education: An Experiment by W

Templeton Moore, BA, BD
39. *Integrating the Evil: a Celtic Myth and a

Christian Legend by Henry Zimmer, PhD
40. A Psychological Study of William Blake by L

A Duncan-Johnstone
41. The Green Snake and the Fair Lily by Eva

Metman
42. Christianity Within by Toni Wolff
43. Psychology and the Atom Bomb by Gerhard

Adler, PhD
44. Patterns of Initiation by Philip Metman
45. *The Family Clinic by William Kraemer, MD
46.  *Analytical Psychology and Religious

Experience by Michael Fordham, MRCP
47.  *King Saul and the Spirit of God by Rivkah

Schaerf
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Psychology by Margaret E Hone
49. The Psychology of the Spirit by C G Jung
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50.  *Some Positive Values of Neurosis by

Culver Barker, MA, MB, BCh
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52.  Eugene N Marais and the Problem of the
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55. *The Psychology of the Artist by Hector
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56.  *Psychotherapy and the Experience of 
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Woman by Philip Metman
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Revd Stephen Neill
63. *St John Climacus – The Psychology of the 

Desert Fathers by Dom Oswald Sumner, 
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Amy Allenby, PhD
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by Revd Erastus Evans, MA
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84. *Relationship and Healing by Amy Allenby, 
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85. Ego and Shadow by Barbara Hannah
86. *A Community Approach to Healing by

Denis Martin, MRCS, LRCP, DPM
87.  *Analytical Psychology and Education by
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Gospels by Elizabeth Boyden Howes, PhD
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Claremont de Castellejo, MA

90.  *Relationships by Jeanne Palmer, MRCS,
LRCP

91. *Jung’s Contribution to the Religious 
Problem of Our Time by Amy Allenby, PhD, 
D.Phil

92. *On the Parent Archetype by Vera von der
Heydt

93. *Hell by R F Hobson, BA, MD, B.Chir, DPM
94. The Yes and No of the Psyche by E Gwen

Mountford
95.  *Asceticism (Somatopsychic Techniques)

by Very Revd Antony Bloom, MD
96. The Third Horizon by The Revd Frank

Dossetor, MA (Oxon), MA (London)
97. *Poetry in Relation to Traditional Wisdom by

Kathleen Raine
98. *The Neurotic Alternative by W P Kraemer
99. Levels of Responsibility by Irene Claremont 

de Castillejo, MA
100. *Depth Psychology and Marriage by Paul

Campbell, BL
101. Dilemmas of Levels by Irene Claremont de

Castillejo, MA
102. Some Reflections on the Self and God in

Sickness and in Maturity by Joan 
Mackworth, BA, MB, ChB, DPM

103. Dramatherapy as an Aid to Becoming a
Person by Peter Slade

104. Dante’s Comedy as Self-Analysis and
Integration by C G Hardie, MA

105. Alchemy by Vera von der Heydt
106. Misunderstood Morality by Fr Gerrard

Vann, OP, 1960
107. The Rainmaker Ideal by Irene Claremont 

de Castillejo, MA 1960
108. *Psycho-Somatic Medicine by Edward F

Griffith, MRCS, LRCP, 1960
109. *Son of Man – Image of the Self by

Elizabeth E Howes, PhD, 1960
110. The Symbolism of the Toad by Patricia

Dale-Green, 1960
111. Dreams of Thermistocles and Hannibal by

Marie Louise von Franz, 1961
112. God and the Self by The Revd David Cox, 

MA, BD, 1961
113. Theology, Psychology and Religion by

Wyatt Rawson, 1961
114. The Religious Function of the Animus in the

Book of Tobit by Barbara Hannah, 1961
115. The Older Woman by Irene Claremont de

Castillejo, MA
116. The Role of Self-awareness in a Changing

Culture by Rosemary Gordon, PhD, 1961
117. The Self in Jung’s Writings by Michael

Fordham, MRCP, 1961
118. Guilt and the Layman by Barbara Fowles,
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Fordham, MRCP, 1962

120. Symbols of Transformation in Poetry by
Alan Hobson, MA, 1962

121. The Soul as a Function of Relationship in 
Psychology and Religion by Faye Pye, BA
(Cantab), 1962

122. The Shadow: This Thing of Darkness I
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123. The Inferior Function, Tranquillisers and
Trafalgar Square by Irene Claremont de
Castillejo, MA

124. The Archetypal Cat by Patricia Dale- 
Green, 1963

125.  Sin, Suffering and Sickness by The Revd
David Cox, MA, BD

126. *On the Animus by Vera von der Heydt
127. The Basis of Religion in Aztec Mexico by

Cottie A Burland
128. Betrayal by James Hillman, 1964
129. African Mythology: The Origin of Death by

Rosemary Gordon, PhD
130. *The King Who Will Return by R F

Hobson, BA, MD, B.Chir, DPM
131. *The Impact of Psychology on Pastoral

Work by William Kyle
132. Barriers to Effective Communication at the

Frontiers of Culture by Henry Davidson
133. Be Ye Perfect … by The Revd A M Allchin
134. The Whole Man by Alexander Duddington, 

MB, BS, DPM
135. Modern Myth by Vera von der Heydt
136. Psychology and Religion by William P

Kraemer
137. Reflections on the Life and Thought of

Soren Kierkegaard by Henrietta H Meyer, 
PhD

138. The Teacher: Neither Saviour Nor Stooge
by James Henderson, MA, PhD,

139. The Ideal of the Religious Community by
Christopher Bryant, SSJF

140.  Psychiatry: its Definition and its Practice
by Michael Fordham, MRCP

141. Psychology and Christianity by The Revd
David Cox, MA, BD

142. Character in Literature and Life by The 
Revd Frank Dossetor, MA (Oxon), MA
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143. The Pattern of the Spirit by The Rev
Gerard FitzGerald

144. *On Psychic Energy by Vera von der
Heydt

145. Hypokrites and Analyst by David Holt
146. Man Looks at Man by James Welch
147. Shakespeare Looks at Man by Alan

Hobson, MA
149. The Needs of the Dying by Barbara

McNulty and The Two Worlds of 
Christianity by Bernadine Bishop

150. The Uniqueness of Pastoral
Psychotherapy by The Revd William Kyle

151. As It Happeneth to the Fool by Carol
Jeffrey

152. Hotel, Asylum or Reformatory by J P
Watson, MRCP, DPM, DCH

153. *The Psychology of Prayer by Fr 
Christopher Bryant, SSJF, and Mary 
Welch, AAPSW

154. Analyst at the Crossroads by A Plaut
155. Idolatry and Work in Psychology by David

Holt
156. The Cup and a Note on Story-telling by

Robert F Hobson, BA, MD, B.Chir, DPM
157. Young People by Dr W H Allchin
158.  What is the Connection Between Religious 

and Schizophrenic Experience? By J L T
Birley, MRCP, DPM

159. What Comparison Between Counselling 
and Analysis by Joan Mance

160. Reward and Punishment – Love and
Grace by The Revd David Cox, MA, BD

161. Plato’s Influence on Analytical Psychology
by The Revd Frank Dossetor, MA (Oxon), 
MA (London)

162.  Schism as Differing Visions by James
Hillman, PhD

163. On Hysteria by Neil Micklem, BM, B.Chir, 
MA

164. On Feeling Poorly by Graham Bennette
165. Socrates and the Alysand by Nina Fardon
166. Parting, Clinging, Individuation by J W T

Redfearn, MA, MD
167. Guilt Rethought by Barbara K Fowles
168. Meister Eckhart by Dr Steven Smith
169. Growing Up and Coming Out by Dr

Camilla Bosanquet
170. The Problem of Authority in the Early 

Development of the Individual by Kenneth 
Lambert

171. Creative Expressions and Ultimate Values
by H Irene Champernowne

172. Ecstasy and Enthusiasm by Joan Mance
173. The Ethics of the Gospel by Barbara K

Fowles
174.  *Basic Concepts of Analytical Psychology

by Gerard Adler, PhD
175. Psychotherapy and Morals, Psychotherapy

– What It Is by Dr William P Kraemer
176. The Enemy Within-Without by Dr

Alexander Duddington, MB, BS, DPM
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Roy McKay
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179. Can We Change? By J W T Redfearn, 

MA, MD
180. Love Your Enemies by Dr M Jacoby
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182. The Devil by The Revd David Cox, MA, BD
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to a Christian Psychology by Leon 
Bonaventura

184. *The Self – A Frontier Concept by The
Revd Frank Dossetor, MA

185. *Holding the Opposites by Molly Tuby
186.  Temenos and Topophilia by John Nicholas
187. God and the Self by J W T Redfearn, MA,

MD
188. The Continuing Vision of Childhood by
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Patricia Berry
191. Women as Spiritual Guides by Una Kroll, 

BA, MB, B.Chir, SOCDss
192. Father by Vera von der Heydt and Ean

Begg
193. Aspects of Jewish Prayer by Faye Pye, BA

(Cantab)
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Wendy Robinson
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Nin’ by Peter Bentley, MA

196. The Search for Meaning: Guild Spring
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and Christopher Bryant, SSJF

197. A Personal Style of Therapy by Irene
Bloomfield, MA

198. Jung;’s Concept of the Unconscious by
Alexander Duddington, MB, BS, DPM

199. The Golden Candlestick by Rabbi Jeffrey
Newman

200. The Psyche by John Costello
201. Being and Seeing by Peter Tatham
202. Physics and the Psyche by C D Durling
203. Ezekiel and the Vision of the Dry Bones by

Vera von der Heydt
204. Two Faiths or One? By The Revd David

Cox, MA, BD, 1982
205. Jung and the Third Person by David Holt
206. Bees of the Invisible by T Curtis Hayward
207. Playing Consequences by Niel Micklem, 

BM, B.Chir, MA, 1982
208. A Study of the Book of Jonah by Rabbi

Jonathan Magonet, 1982
209. Jung, Tillich and the Quest for Home and

Self by John P Dourley, 1983
210. The Search and Alchemy by Molly Tuby,

1983
211. Border People by Bani Shorter, 1983
212. Location of Archetypal Experience by

Rosemary Gordeon, PhD
213. The Child in the Stone by Johanna Brieger
214. Individuation and Salvation by Christopher

Bryant, SSJF, 1984

215. Jung and Religion by Vera von der Heydt
216. The Shadow by Molly Tuby, 1984
217. Man, Woman and the Self by Julian David,

1984
218. The Psychology of the Vow by Niel

Micklem, BM, B.Chir, MA, 1985
219. I Don’t Believe in God - I Know by The

Revd David Cox, MA, BD
220. Poetry and the Frontiers of Consciousness

by Kathleen Raine
221. Aspects of the Biblical Character of Elijah

by Howard Cooper, 1985
222. Depression and the Dark Night of the Soul

by Kathrin Asper, 1986
223. The Spirit of the Age by Stephen Verney,

1986
224. The Experience of a Poem: Jung and

Wallace Stevens by Frank Stack, 1986
225. Adolescents and Homecoming by Renos

Papadopoulos
226. The Divine Child by Helmut Barz, 1987
227. Loss and Bereavement - an End and a

Beginning by Thomas S West, 1987
228.  The Meaning of Jerusalem to Jews, Christians

and Muslims by Zwi Werblowsky, 1988
229. Nuclear Initiation and the Sacrifice of

Innocence by Roderick Peters, 1988
230.  Psychosis or Religious Experience - Is there

a Difference? By John Costello, 1989
231.  If Ritual Dies by Bani Shorter, 1989
232. Psyche and Spirit in the Protestant and

Catholic Tradition by Andreas Schweizer- 
Vullers, 1989

233.  Irony and Sacrilege in Modern Art by David
Maclagan, 1990

234. The Shadow Side of Holiness by John
Costello, 1990

235. Whatever Happened in the Garden? By
Howard Cooper, 1990

236. The Power of Art by Edward Robinson,
1990

237.  A New Look at Jung’s ‘Answer to Job’ by
Joel Ryce-Menuhin, 1991

238. Victim Power by David Freeman
239. Gospel and Psyche by Eric Hutchison, 1991
240. Jews, Christians and Family Therapy by

John Launer, 1991
241. Eros and Mysticism by Andrew Louth, 1992
242. Psychological Aspects of Eros by Molly

Tuby
243.  Anxiety and the Myth of the Dragon Fight by

Mario Jacoby
244. Carl Jung and the Path of Humility by John

E Sclater, 1992
245. The Spiritual Source of Our Symbol

Systems by Lloyd Geering, 1993
246. Being-in-Oneself – Being-in-the-World by

Kathrin Asper, 1993
247. The Narrow Gate by Lorraine Walker, 1994
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Menuhin, 1994

249.  Pride by Dr Anne Maguire, 1994
250. The Feminine Within Orthodoxy by Hilary

Carby-Hall, 1994
251. Jung and Kinds of Love by James Jarrett,

1994
252.  The Creation Myth of Lilith by Ethel

Vogelslang, 1995
253.  The Father’s Shadow and the Source of the

Masculine by Jim Fitzgerald, 1995
254. ‘Noli’ and ‘Ecce’ by J Evetts-Secker, 1995
255.  The Urge to Save the World by Roderick

Peters
256. Pilgrimage and the Sacred Place by Shirley 

du Boulay, 1996
257.  The Earth as Father by Peter Tatham, 1996
258. Homosexuality and the End of the Journey

by Sebastian Moore, 1996
259. The Opposition of ‘Individual’ and

‘Collective’ – Psychology’s Basic Fault by
Wolfgang Giegerich, 1996

260. A Matter of Life and Death by Niel Micklem,
1997

261. The Archetypal Meal: Eating and
Communion by Eve Jackson, 1998

262. Life: Winners and Losers by Rabbi Jeffrey
Newman, 1998

263. Divination, Synchronicity and Fate by
Stephen Karcher, Ph.D, 1998

264.  Yeats and Jung: Similar Visions by Jack
Herbert, 1998

265. Julian of Norwich: Counsellor for our Age by
Brian Thorne, 1999

266.  Imagination and the Classical Inheritance in
Literature by Graham Fawcett, 1999

267. Sacred Hunger: Exponential Growth and
the Bible by David Holt, 1999

268. Saint or Psychotic? Jung and Mysticism by
Michael Anderton, 2000

269. Hopes and Fears Towards the New
Millennium by Gustav Dreifuss, 2000.

270. When Is The Right Time To Ask The
Question? by Dr. Harry Wilmer, 2000

271. THE FOUR QUARTETS: T. S. Eliot and the 20th
Century Psyche by Alix Pirani, 2000

272. ORPHANOS EXOIKOS: The Precarious
Possibility of Wholeness by Josephine
Evetts-Secker, 2001

273. THE OBSESSION WITH LIFE: Jung, Khidr and
the Sufi Tradition by Sara Sviri, 2001

274.  What It’s Like To Die While Still Living. The
Psycho-religious Process of Indifference by
Eugene Monick, M.Div., Ph.D., 2001

275. Vision of Light: The Healing Power of the
Numinous. By Jim Fitzgerald, 2001

276. THE NECESSITY OF HEATHCLIFFE. Vengeance
and Betrayal in Emily Brontë’s Wuthering
Heights by Diana Grace-Jones, 2002

277. PISCES INTO AQUARIUS: The Evolution of the
Christian Myth by Julian David, 2002

278. A CHANGING GOD IMAGE: What Does It
Mean? by Murray Stein, 2002

279. The Bible and the Alchemy of Language by
Schuyler Brown, 2002

280. The Psychology of the Archetype of the 
Veiled Kabir: The Genius of C G Jung by
Anne Maguire, 2003

281. Forgiveness and Reconciliation: soul-heal- 
ing in South Africa by Lynn Cook, 2004

282. Bitterness and Alienation: an essential part 
of the transformative journey by Oonagh 
Ribet, 2004

283. Growing into Womanhood: Becoming a
Jewish Woman by Bracha Newman, 2004

284. The End of Meaning and the Birth of Man
by Wolfgang Giegerich, Ph.D.

285. The Rôle of Victor White in C. G. Jung’s
Writings by Murray Stein, Ph.D.

286. Tears of the Soul as Reflected in the
Mirror of the Skin by Dr. Anne Maguire, 
FRCP

287. ‘The Missing Fourth’ in the Jung-White
Letters by Ann Conrad Lammers, 2003.

288. Jacob’s Ladder: Gateway to the Soul by
Howard Cooper.

289. Jung and the Mystical Experience of 
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Implications by John Dourlay.
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291. Discerning the Animus by Matthew Harwood
292. Between Psychology and Religion: 
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D.Min.
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Jones
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Cooper, 2012
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Mary Jo Radcliffe, 2012
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313. Seeing with the Eyes of the Spirit by Paul 
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314. The Remora: An Interpretation of ‘Sleeping 
Beauty’ by Brenda Crowther, 2013
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Bernard Sartorius, 2014

316. Through the Spaces of the Dark by Luigi 
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317. God’s Involvement with Evil: Jung and 
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318. Reflections on Betrayal by Melanie Rein, 
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319. Finding a Home in the Soul by Kristina 
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Schweizer, 2015 
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